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ABSTRACT 

A method of decoding a bitstream having an embedded 
clock, Where the clock reference data is recovered from the 
bit stream. The clock reference data is combined, typically 
subtracted, from the system time clock to generate a result. 

Notice: This is a publication of a continued pros- This result is input to a pulse Width modulator to form a 
ecution application (CPA) ?led under 37 pulse train, Which is used to generate an input to a timing 
CFR 1.53(d). device. 
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EMBEDDED CLOCK RECOVERY AND 
DIFFERENCE FILTERING FOR AN MPEG-2 

COMPLIANT TRANSPORT STREAM 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates to digital delivery systems, 
especially for digital video and digital audio data. More 
particularly, the invention relates to multiplexors, networks, 
distribution systems, demultiplexors, and multiplexed bit 
streams, and especially to bitstreams carrying a system or 
transport layer, and one or more data layers of compressed 
digital video and digital audio data. More particularly, the 
invention relates to recovering the system clock With mini 
mum demand on a processor. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Within the past decade, the advent of World-Wide 
electronic communications systems has enhanced the Way in 
Which people can send and receive information. Moreover, 
the capabilities of real-time video and audio systems have 
greatly improved in recent years. Real-time video and audio 
systems require a large bandWidth. In order to provide 
services such as video-on-demand and videoconferencing to 
subscribers, an enormous amount of netWork bandWidth is 
required. In fact, netWork bandWidth is often the main 
inhibitor to the effectiveness of such systems. 

[0003] In order to minimize the effects of the constraints 
imposed by the limited bandWidths of telecommunications 
networks, compression systems and standards have evolved. 
These standards prescribe the compression of video and 
audio data and the delivery of several programs and control 
data in a single bit stream transmitted in a bandWidth that 
Would heretofore only accomodate one analog program. 

[0004] One video and audio compression standard is the 
Moving Picture Experts Group (“MPEG”) standard. Within 
the MPEG-2 standard, video compression is de?ned both 
Within a given picture, i.e., spatial compression, and 
betWeen pictures, i.e., temporal compression. Video com 
pression Within a picture is accomplished by conversion of 
the digital image from the time domain to the frequency 
domain by a discrete cosine transform, quantiZation, vari 
able length coding, and Huffman coding. Video compression 
betWeen pictures is accomplished via a process referred to as 
motion compensation, in Which a motion vector is used to 
describe the translation of a set of picture elements (pels) 
from one picture to another. Audio compression is as de?ned 
in the standard. 

[0005] The procedure for transporting the compressed 
bitstream from the transmitting end to the receiving end of 
the system, and for thereafter decompressing the bitstream at 
the receiving end, so that one of the many picture sequences 
is decompressed and may be displayed in real-time is 
speci?ed in ISO 13818-1. ISO 13818-1 is the systems or 
transport layer portion of the MPEG-2 standard. This portion 
of the standard speci?es packetiZation of audio and video 
elementary bitstreams into packetiZed elementary streams 
(PES), and the combinations of one or more audio and video 
packetiZed elementary streams into a single time division or 
packet multiplexed bitstream for transmission and the sub 
sequent demultiplexing of the single bitstream into multiple 
bitstreams for decompression and display. The single time 
division or packet multiplexed bit stream is as shoWn from 
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various architectural and logical perspectives in the FIG 
URES, especially FIGS. 1 to 5, Where many packets make 
up a single bitstream. 

[0006] The concept of packetiZation and the mechanism of 
packet multiplexing are shoWn in FIG. 1, denominated 
“Prior Art”, Where elementary streams are formed in an 
audio encoder, a video encoder, a source of other data, and 
a source of systems data. These elementary streams are 
packetiZed into packetiZed elementary streams, as described 
hereinbeloW. The packetiZed elementary streams of audio 
data, and video data, and the packets of other data and 
systems data are packet multiplexed by the multiplexor into 
a system stream. 

[0007] The time division or packet multiplexed bitstream 
is shoWn, for example, in FIGS. 2 and 5, both denominated 
“Prior Art”, Which gives an overvieW shoWing the time 
division or packet multiplexed bitstream. The bitstream is 
comprised of packets, as shoWn in FIG. 5. Each packet, as 
shoWn in FIG. 2, is, in turn, made up of a packet header, an 
optional adaptation ?eld, and packet data bytes, i.e., pay 
load. 

[0008] The MPEG-2 System Layer has the basic task of 
facilitating the multiplexing of one or more programs made 
up of related audio and video bitstreams into a single 
bitstream for transmission through a transmission medium, 
and thereafter to facilitate the demultiplexing of the single 
bitstream into separate audio and video program bitstreams 
for decompression While maintaining synchroniZation. By a 
“Program” is meant a set of audio and video bitstreams 
having a common time base and intended to be presented 
simultaneously. To accomplish this, the System Layer 
de?nes the data stream syntax that provides for timing 
control and the synchroniZation and interleaving of the video 
and audio bitstreams. The system layer provides capability 
for (1) video and audio synchroniZation, (2) stream multi 
plex, (3) packet and stream identi?cation, (4) error detection, 
(5) buffer management, (6) random access and program 
insertion, (7) private data, (8) conditional access, and (9) 
interoperability With other netWorks, such as those using 
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM). 
[0009] An MPEG-2 bitstream is made up of a system layer 
and compression layers. Under the MPEG-2 Standard (ISO/ 
IEC 13818-1) a time division or packet multiplexed bit 
stream consists of tWo layers, (1) a compression layer, also 
referred to as an inner layer, a payload layer, or a data layer, 
and (2) a system layer, also referred to as an outer layer or 
a control layer. The compression layer or inner layer con 
tains the data fed to the video and audio decoders, and 
de?nes the coded video and audio data streams, While the 
system layer or outer layer provides the controls for demul 
tiplexing the interleaved compression layers, and in doing so 
de?nes the functions necessary for combining the com 
pressed data streams. This is shoWn in FIG. 3, denominated 
“Prior Art.” As there shoWn a bitstream of, for example, a 
system layer and compression layer, is the input to a system 
decoder. In the system decoder the system layer data is 
demultiplexed into the compressed audio layer, the com 
pressed video layer, and control data. The control data is 
shoWn in FIG. 3, denominated Prior Art, as the PCR 
(Program Clock Recovery) data, enable data, and start up 
values. The compressed data is sent to the respective audio 
and video data buffers, and through decoder control to the 
respective audio and video decoders. 
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[0010] The system layer supports a plurality of basic 
functions, (1) time division or packet multiplexing and 
demultiplexing of the time division or packet multiplexed 
multiple bit-streams, (2) synchronous display of the multiple 
coded bit streams, (3) buffer management and control, and 
(4) time recovery and identi?cation. The system layer also 
supports (5) random access, (6) program insertion, (7) 
conditional access, and (8) error tracking. 

[0011] For MPEG-2, the standard speci?es tWo types of 
layer coding, a program stream (PS), for relatively lossless 
environments, such as CD-ROMs, DVDs, and other storage 
media, and transport stream (TS), for lossy media, as cable 
television, satellite television, and the like. The transport 
stream (TS), shoWn in FIG. 2, denominated Prior Art, 
consists of a stream of transport stream packets, each of 
Which consists of 188 bytes, divided into 4 bytes of packet 
header, an optional adaptation ?eld, and up to 184 bytes of 
the associated packet data, that is, payload. The relationship 
of the layering of the access units, the PES packets, and the 
Transport Stream (TS) packets is shoWn in FIG. 5, denomi 
nated Prior Art. 

[0012] The transport stream (TS) is used to combine 
programs made up of PES-coded data With one or more 
independent time bases into a single stream. Note that under 
the MPEG-2 standard, an individual program does not have 
to have a unique time base, but that if it does, the time base 
is the same for all of the elements of the individual program. 

[0013] The packetiZed elementary stream (PES) layer is an 
inner layer portion of the MPEG-2 time division or packet 
multiplexed stream upon Which the transport or program 
streams are logically constructed. It provides stream speci?c 
operations, and supports the folloWing functions: (1) a 
common base of conversion betWeen program and transport 
streams, (2) time stamps for video and audio synchroniZa 
tion and associated timing, especially for associated audio 
and video packets making up a television channel, presen 
tation, or program, and having a common time base, (3) 
stream identi?cation for stream multiplexing and demulti 
plexing, and (4) such services as scrambling, VCR func 
tions, and private data. 

[0014] As shoWn in FIG. 5, denominated Prior Art, video 
and audio elementary streams (ES) must be PES-packetiZed 
before inserting into a transport stream (TS). Elementary 
streams (ES) are continuous. PES packets containing an 
elementary stream (ES) are generally of ?xed lengths. 
Typically, video PES packets are on the order of tens of 
thousands of bytes, and audio PES packets are on the order 
of thousands of bytes. HoWever, video PES packets can also 
be speci?ed as of unde?ned length. 

[0015] The MPEG-2 packetiZed elementary stream (PES) 
packet structure is shoWn in FIG. 4. To be noted is that all 
of the ?elds after the PES packet length are optional. The 
PES (packetiZed elementary stream) packet has a PES 
header, an optional header, and payload. The PES header has 
bit start code, a packet length ?eld, a 2 bit “10” ?eld, a 
scramble control ?eld, a priority ?eld, a data alignment ?eld, 
a copy ?eld, a PTS/DTS (Presentation Time Stamp/Decod 
ing Time Stamp) ?eld, a ?eld for other ?ags, and a header 
length ?eld. 

[0016] The “Optional Header” ?eld includes a Presenta 
tion Time Stamp ?eld, a Decoding Time Stamp ?eld, an 
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elementary stream clock reference ?eld, a elementary stream 
rate ?eld, a trick mode ?eld, a copy info ?eld, a Prior 
PacketiZed Elementary Stream Clock Recovery ?eld, an 
extension, and stuffing. 

[0017] The packet start code provides packet synchroni 
Zation. The stream ID ?eld provides packet identi?cation. 
Payload identi?cation is also provided by the stream ID. The 
PTS/DTS ?ag ?elds and the PTS/DTS ?elds provide pre 
sentation synchroniZation. Data transfer is provided through 
the packet/header length, payload, and stuf?ng ?elds. The 
scramble control ?eld facilitates payload descrambling, the 
extension/private ?ag ?elds and the private data ?elds 
provide private information transfer. 

[0018] A transport stream (TS) may contain one or more 
independent, individual programs, such as individual tele 
vision channels or television programs, Where each indi 
vidual program can have its oWn time base, and each stream 
making up an individual program has its oWn PID. Each 
separate individual program has one or more elementary 
streams (ES) generally having a common time base. To be 
noted, is that While not illustrated in the FIGURES, different 
transport streams can be combined into a single system 
transport stream. Elementary stream (ES) data, that is, 
access units (AU), are ?rst encapsulated into packetiZed 
elementary stream (PES) packets, Which are, in turn, 
inserted into transport stream (TS) packets, as shoWn in 
FIG. 5, denominated Prior Art. 

[0019] The architecture of the transport stream (TS) pack 
ets under the MPEG-2 speci?cations is such that the fol 
loWing operations are enabled: (1) demultiplexing and 
retrieving elementary stream (ES) data from one program 
Within the transport stream, (2) remultiplexing the transport 
stream With one or more programs into a transport stream 

(TS) With a single program, (3) extracting transport stream 
(TS) packets from different transport streams to produce 
another transport stream (TS) as output, (4) demultiplexing 
a transport stream (TS) packet into one program and con 
verting it into a program stream (PS) containing the same 
program, and (5) converting a program stream (PS) into a 
transport stream (TS) to carry it over a lossy medium to 
thereafter recover a valid program stream (PS). 

[0020] At the transport layer, the transport sync byte 
provides packet synchroniZation. The Packet Identi?cation 
(PID) ?eld data provides packet identi?cation, demultiplex 
ing, and sequence integrity data. The PID ?eld is used to 
collect the packets of a stream and reconstruct the stream. 
The continuity counters and error indicators provide packet 
sequence integrity and error detection. The Payload Unit 
start indicator and Adaptation Control are used for payload 
synchroniZation, While the Discontinuity Indicator and Pro 
gram Clock Reference (PCR) ?elds are used for playback 
synchroniZation. The transport scramble control ?eld facili 
tates payload descrambling. Private data transfer is accom 
plished through the Private Data Flag and Private Data 
Bytes. The Data Bytes are used for private payload data 
transfer, and the Stuf?ng Bytes are used to round out a 
packet. 

[0021] A transport stream is a collection of transport 
stream packets, linked by standard tables. These tables carry 
Program Speci?c Information (PSI) and are built When a 
transport stream is created at the multiplexor. These tables 
completely de?ne the content of the stream. TWo of the 
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tables of the transport stream are the Program Association 
Table (PAT) and the Program Map Table (PMT). 

[0022] The Program Association Table is a table of con 
tents of the transport stream. It contains an ID that uniquely 
identi?es the stream, a version number to alloW dynamic 
changes of the table and the transport stream, and an 
association table of pairs of values. The pairs of values, PN, 
and PMT-PID, are the Program Number (PN) and the PID of 
the tables containing the program. 

[0023] The Program Map Table is a complete description 
of all of the streams contained in a program. Each entry in 
the Program Map Table is related to one and only one 
program. The role of the Program Map Table is to provide 
a mapping betWeen PID streams and programs. The program 
map table contains a program number that identi?es the 
program Within the transport stream, a descriptor that can be 
used to carry private information about the program, the PID 
of the packets that contain the synchroniZation information 
(PCRs), a number of pairs of values (ST, Data-PID) Which, 
for each stream, specify the stream type (ST) and the PID of 
the packets containing the data of that stream or program 
(Data-PID). 
[0024] There is also a Network Information Table used to 
provide a mapping betWeen the transport streams and the 
netWork, and a Conditional Access Table that is used to 
specify scrambling/descrambling control and access. 

[0025] In use, the tables are used to select and reconstruct 
a particular program. At any point in time, each program 
component has a unique PID in the Program Map Table. The 
Program Map Table provides the PIDs for the selected 
program s audio, video, and control streams. The streams 
With the selected PIDs are extracted and delivered to the 
appropriate buffers and decoders for reconstruction and 
decoding. 
[0026] Achieving and maintaining clock recovery and 
synchroniZation is a problem, especially With audio and 
video bitstreams. The MPEG-2 model assumes an end-to 
end constant delay timing model in Which all digital image 
and audio data take exactly the same amount of time to pass 
through the system from encoder to decoder. The system 
layer contains timing information that requires constant 
delay. The clock references are Program clock reference 
(PCR) and the time stamps are the Presentation Time 
Stamp/Decoding Time Stamp(PTS/DTS). 

[0027] The decoder employs a local system clock having 
approximately the same 27 MegahertZ frequency as the 
encoder. HoWever, the decoder clock can not be alloWed to 
free run. This is because it is highly unlikely that frequency 
of the decoder clock Would be exactly the same as the 
frequency of the encoder clock. 

[0028] Synchronization of the tWo clocks is accomplished 
by the Program Clock Reference (PCR) data ?eld in the 
packet adaptation ?eld of the PCR PID for the program. The 
Program Clock Reference values can be used to correct the 
decoder clock. Program Clock Reference, or PCR, is a 42 bit 
?eld. It is coded in tWo parts, a PCR Base having a 33-bit 
value in units of 90 kHZ, and a PCR extension having a 9-bit 
extension in units of 27 MHZ, Where 27 MHZ is the system 
clock frequency. 

[0029] As a general rule, the ?rst 42 bits of the ?rst PCR 
received by the decoder initialiZe the counter in a clock 
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generation, and subsequent PCR values are compared to 
clock values for ?ne adjustment. The difference betWeen the 
PCR and the local clock can be used to drive a voltage 
controlled oscillator, or a similar device or function, for 
example, to speed up or sloW doWn the local clock. 

[0030] Audio and video synchroniZation is typically 
accomplished through the Presentation Time Stamp (PTS) 
inserted in the Packet Elementary Stream (PES) header. The 
Presentation Time Stamp is a 33-bit value in units of 90 kHZ, 
Where 90 kHZ is the 27 MHZ system clock divided by 300. 
The PTS value indicates the time that the presentation unit 
should be presented to the user. 

[0031] The system layer timing information, PCR and 
PTS/DTS, keep the encoder and decoder in synchroniZation, 
With the PCR values correcting the decoder clock. The 
timing information, PCR and PTS/DTS, arrive at the 
decoder about every 10-100 milliseconds for the PCR, and 
at least as frequently as about every 700 milliseconds for the 
PTS/DTS. Processing and ?ltering the timing signals con 
sumes signi?cant processor resources. This is because the 
clock signals are in mixed number bases, the clock signals 
can arrive at Widely varying times, there is no Way to sort out 
necessary interrupts from unnecessary interrupts, and, most 
important of all, errors in clock management are directly 
visible and/or audible through buffer over?oW or under?oW 
and color disturbance. HoWever, as noted above, the rela 
tionship betWeen PCR and the STC values are used to drive 
a voltage controlled oscillator or similar device. The voltage 
controlled oscillator or similar device speeds up or sloWs 
doWn the local clock driving the STC. In this context, a need 
exists for functionality in the system to reduce the process 
ing demand on the processor. Speci?cally, there is a need for 
(1) means to determine the relationship of the incomin PCR 
values and the local STC values and compare it to a 
threshold, and (2) an internal clock recovery mechanism to 
make small correcting adjustments to the value controlling 
the clock frequency responsive to the difference. 

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION 

[0032] It is a primary object of the invention to provide for 
clock recovery While reducing the processing demand on a 
processor. 

[0033] It is a still further object of the invention to provide 
additional hardWare or softWare functions that reduce the 
clock recovery load on the host. 

[0034] It is a still further object of the invention to provide 
an internal clock recovery mechanism to make small cor 
recting adjustments to the value controlling the clock fre 
quency, for example speeding up or sloWing doWn the clock 
frequency, based on the relationship betWeen the reference 
in the transport layer and the local clock. 

[0035] It is a still further object of the invention to keep the 
clock recovery mechanism self regulating When in a self 
regulating condition, interrupting the host only during a 
signi?cant clock change. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0036] According to our invention clock recovery is 
obtained With minimum processing demand on the host or 
other processor. This is accomplished by an internal clock 
recovery mechanism that makes small correcting adjust 
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ments to the variable controlling the clock frequency, for 
example speeding up or slowing doWn the clock frequency, 
based on the difference betWeen the reference (PCR) in the 
transport layer and the local clock (STC). A further aspect of 
our invention is that demultiplexors incorporating it are self 
regulating, interrupting the host only during a signi?cant 
change in the arrive clock reference values. 

[0037] Thus according to our invention there is provided 
a method and apparatus for processing a bitstream Where the 
bitstream has an embedded clock reference. When each 
clock reference is received from the bit stream, the current 
value of the System Time Clock (STC) is captured. These 
tWo values are algorithmically processed, for example sub 
tracted. The result is further manipulated and used to control 
a pulse generator to form a pulse train. The pulse train is then 
used to generate an input to a timing device, such as an 
oscillator or the like. 

[0038] The difference betWeen the bit stream clock refer 
ence data and the system time clock can be compared to a 
threshold to determine if clock frequency correction is 
required. In this case an interrupt need only be generated if 
the magnitude of the difference betWeen the PCR and the 
STC exceeds a programmable threshold. 

[0039] According to a further embodiment of our inven 
tion the PWM (Pulse Width Modulator) register is incre 
mented if the STC is less then the PCR, and decremented if 
the STC is greater than the PCR. 

THE FIGURES 

[0040] The invention may be understood by reference to 
the Figures. 

[0041] FIG. 1, denominated Prior Art, shoWs the packet 
multiplexing of the transport stream. 

[0042] FIG. 2, denominated “Prior Art”, shoWs a sche 
matic vieW of the transport packet stream With a 188 byte 
packet, a 4 byte header, an optional adaptation ?eld, and 
payload, the payload being present if the adaptation ?eld is 
less then 184 bytes. 

[0043] FIG. 3, denominated “Prior Art”, is a schematic 
vieW of the MPEG-2 system structure, shoWing the system 
decoder, i.e., a demultiplexor, demultiplexing the incoming 
bitstream into an audio compression layer for an audio buffer 
and decoder, a video compression layer for a video buffer 
and decoder, and PCR data for clock control. 

[0044] FIG. 4, denominated “Prior Art”, is a schematic 
vieW of the PES (packetiZed elementary stream) structure 
according to the MPEG-2 Standard, shoWing the PES 
header. The FIGURE shoWs the PES header broken into its 
separate ?elds, With a further breakdoWn of the Optional 
Header ?eld, and a still further breakdoWn of the Extension 
?eld Within the Optional Header ?eld. 

[0045] FIG. 5, denominated Prior Art shoWs the relation 
ship of the layering of the access units, the PES packets, and 
the Transport Stream (TS) packets, With the encapsulation of 
elementary stream data into transport stream packets. 

[0046] FIG. 6 shoWs the data?oW of the transport demul 
tiplexor of the invention. 

[0047] FIG. 7 shoWs one embodiment of the clock recov 
ery logic of our invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0048] The MPEG-2 transport bitstream is a set of time 
division or packet multiplexed bitstreams. Each such time 
division or packet multiplexed bitstream may contain a 
plurality of programs, that is, television channels, digital 
communications, or the like. Each bitstream contains a 
systems stream Which provides systems layer functions for 
one or more audio and video elementary streams in the time 
division or packet multiplexed single stream. The single 
stream is as shoWn in FIGS. 1 to 5, denominated “Prior Art”, 
Where many packets make up the single bitstream. The 
single bitstream is a system layer. As shoWn generally in 
FIGS. 1 to 5, and With speci?city in FIG. 2, the ?rst level 
of granularity is a transport layer, made up of a 4 byte 
header, an optional adaptation ?eld, and a payload (the 
payload is up to to 184 bytes if the adaptation ?eld is less 
then 184 bytes). In turn, at the next level of granularity, each 
packet is made up of a packet header, and packet payload 
data bytes, Which may be PES packets, table sections, or 
private data. The single bitstream is a system layer. 

[0049] FIG. 6 represents the data?oW of transport stream 
data through the transport demultiplexor of the invention. 
The SYNC block determines the start of the transport 
packet. The PACKET PARSER extracts data from the trans 
port packet header and adaptation ?eld. The PID is one of 
these ?elds. The PID is compared to active PIDs in the PID 
?lter. If the matches one of the prede?ned values, the 
remaining ?elds are extracted and the packet is forWarded to 
the descrambler interface Which Will send ?ltered but 
scrambled data to a descrambler, if present. The descram 
bler, if present, descrambles and reconstructs the packets as 
con?gured by the application. The resulting stream is 
optionally forWarded to an auxiliary port Which provides 
means for other devices to obtain access to the data. 

[0050] Concurrently, the packet parser sends PCRs from 
matching PCR packets to the clock recovery unit for recon 
structing the System Time Clock (STC). 

[0051] Status indicators representing parsed information 
are sent along With the complete transport packet to the 
packet loader to be stored in the packet buffer. The packet 
buffer holds a plurality, for example up to ten or more, 
transport packets While they are moved to the decoders and 
the DRAM or other memory. The packet buffer ef?ciently 
absorbs any latency of these data targets. 

[0052] The transport core contains three unloaders, an 
audio unloader, a video unloader, and a data unloader. The 
audio unloader and the video unloader send data to the 
respective decoders as the data is requested. The data 
unloader sends data to a controller for subsequent transfer to 
system memory. The memory unloader can also be set up to 
?lter table sections and perform crc checking of section data. 

[0053] According to the invention the transport demulti 
plexor accepts either parallel or serial data, detects the 
synchroniZation character in the datastream, and establishes 
transport packet boundaries therefrom. In the case of serial 
input, Where only a clock bit is provided, the transport 
demultiplexor of the invention establishes byte alignment. 

[0054] If the transport loses synchroniZation and the 
packet buffer doesn’t contain any packets for the audio and 
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video decoders, an error is signalled to the appropriate 
decoder so that it can mask the error appropriately. 

[0055] The status of the Sync block is reported With the 
InSync bit of the Status Register. 

[0056] The Packet Parser extracts Transport Error Indica 
tor information from each packet, as Well as the packet 
boundary information, and sends it to other units to assist in 
their processing. Some of the parsed information is stored in 
the packet buffer along With the packet for use by the 
unloaders. 

[0057] If the packet parser detects the Transport Error 
Indicator is set, or that the sync byte is missing and the sync 
drop is greater then 0, or that the TS Error Signal is active, 
the packet is discarded. 

[0058] The value of the Payload Unit Start Indicator bit is 
forWarded to the unloaders through the packet buffer for use 
during packet unload to send the packetiZed elementary 
streams. 

[0059] The Packet Parser incorporates a PID ?lter, such a 
32 entry PID ?lter. The 13 bit PID value is sent to the PID 
?lter to determine if a match occurs. Packets that match a 

PID ?lter entry are forWarded, While all other packets, 
including null packets, are discarded. 

[0060] The transport demultiplexor of the invention fur 
ther provides PID ?ltering. The PID ?lter registers and a 
corresponding PID enable register are used to control Which 
packets are forWarded through the transport demultiplexor. 
APID value should only appear once in the PID ?lter. There 
are up to 32 programmable PID values that are used to ?lter 
the transport stream. The PID ?lter associates a PID index, 
for example, a 5 bit PID index, With each of the 32 PID 
entries. One PID index is reserved for the video PID, and 
one for the audio PID. The other PID entries are de?ned by 
the application. 

[0061] The front-end PID ?ltering logic ?lters incoming 
transport packets before they are placed in the packet buffer. 
Data from the PIDs, for example, data from up to about 32 
different PIDs can be captured by the transport core or 
transport demultiplexor of the invention for delivery to the 
output ports. All other packets, including null packets, may 
be discarded. 

[0062] A plurality of registers, for example, thirty tWo 
registers, are used to assign a PID index to each of the 
?ltered packets to be delivered doWnstream, for example, to 
a descrambler and/or a decoder and/or a Packet Buffer. A 
PCR PID register holds the PCR PID value Which can be the 
same or different from any of the general PID ?lter indices. 
If the PCR PID is not the same as one of the PID ?lter 
entries, then the PCR PID entries are not forWarded. More 
over, since the PCR PID ?lter is separate from the general 
PID ?lters, the STC can be initialiZed before the transport 
begins delivering data to the decoders. 

[0063] The Transport Packet Header, shoWn in FIG. 2 has 
a plurality of ?elds. One of the ?elds is a one bit Transport 
Error Indicator. Any packet With the Transport Error Indi 
cator set to 1 is discarded. If the error occurred in a packet 
Which Would have matched a PID Filter entry, the continuity 
count check Will mark the error in the next valid packet of 
the PID so that it can be masked by the decoders or managed 
by the Memory unloader. Thus, errors in packets Which do 
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not match entries in the PID Filter do not generate unnec 
essary events for the system to handle. 

[0064] When the datastream is scrambled, as Would be the 
case for a scrambled European Telecommunications Stan 
dards Institute Digital Video Broadcasting (ETSI DVB) 
compliant stream, the tWo bit Transport Scrambling Control 
bits are extracted and sent to the descrambler, if present. 

[0065] The tWo bit Adaptation Field Control Field is used 
to determine if an adaptation ?eld and/or a payload is 
present. If an adaptation ?eld is present, the adaptation ?eld 
parsing described hereinbeloW is performed. Packets With an 
adaptation ?eld control value of “00” are discarded. Avalue 
of “01” indicates that there is no adaptation ?eld, only 
payload. Avalue of “10” indicates that there is an adaptation 
?eld only, and no payload, While a value of “11” indicates 
that there is an adaptation ?eld folloWed by payload. 

[0066] The 4-bit Continuity Counter ?eld is maintained 
for each enabled PID index to detect any missing data in the 
payload stream. The Continuity Counter is incremented on 
each incoming packet With a payload. This 4-bit counter 
Wraps around to 0x0 after it reaches 0><F. The value of the 
continuity counter maintained by the hardWare is compared 
to the incoming packets. If the values do not match, a PID 
stream error is signaled. 

[0067] HoWever, there are tWo situations Where a PID 
stream error is not signaled. First, an error is not signaled if 
the discontinuity indicator in the adaptation ?eld is set. In 
this case, the break in continuity is expected. Second, if tWo 
consecutive packets in the transport stream With the same 
PID have the same continuity counter value, an error is not 
signaled. This is because in this case one packet is a 
duplicate of the other. If there is no error in the ?rst packet, 
the second packet is discarded. If, hoWever, there is an error 
in the ?rst packet, it is discarded and the second packet is 
loaded into the packet buffer. 

[0068] Acontinuity count error is handled as a PID stream 
error and is forWarded to the unloaders by setting the error 
bit in the packet ?ags ?eld stored With the packet in the 
packet buffer. The error can also signal an interrupt to the 
application processor. 

[0069] The continuity ?eld count in non-payload packets 
is not checked as de?ned by the MPEG standard. This is 
because the continuity count is used to insure integrity of the 
payload data. 

[0070] The syntax of the Adaptation Field is shoWn in 
FIG. 2. Certain ?elds in the Adaptation Field are of special 
interest. For example, the Adaptation Field Length ?eld 
indicates the number of byte in the adaptation ?eld folloW 
ing this ?eld. If the Adaptation Field Length Field is greater 
than 00, then the Adaptation Field Flags are de?ned. The 
adaptation ?eld length is used by the unloaders to determine 
the start of the payload, and to deliver the Adaptation Field 
to the Memory queues as con?gured by the application 
processor. 

[0071] The ?rst ?eld in the Adaptation Fields is the 1-bit 
Discontinuity Indicator. This ?ag indicates tWo different 
types of discontinuity, continuity counter and system time 
base. The discontinuity indicator in the PCR PID indicates 
a discontinuity in the system time base. The PCR, if present, 
is loaded into the STC. A system time base discontinuity is 
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also signalled to the decoders on the ?rst video or audio 
packet following the discontinuity. The application or host 
processor can be interrupted upon the arrival of a disconti 
nuity indicator. 

[0072] The next ?eld in the Adaptation Fields is the 1-bit 
random access indicator. The audio and video PIDs can be 
con?gured to interrupt the host processor or assist processor 
upon the arrival of the random access indicator. 

[0073] The PCR ?elds are forWarded to the Clock Recov 
ery Unit. 

[0074] The Splicing Point Flag is parsed and the host can 
be interrupted upon the arrival of a splicing point. 

[0075] The Transport Private Data Flag can interrupt the 
host processor upon the arrival of private ?eld data. More 
over, the Memory queues can be con?gured to forWard the 
adaptation private data to system memory. 

[0076] The transport demultiplexor can include an ETSI 
DVB, or other descrambler. The descrambler implements 
the appropriate descrambling algorithm, for example ETSI 
DVB. The host application and/or the transport stream can 
con?gure several control ?elds to control descrambling for 
each PID index. The Descrambling Control Fields for each 
PID index include “Enable”, Which indicates that scrambled 
packets of PID index are to be descrambled, “KeyID”, 
Which indicates Which Control Word pair to use for the 
particular PID index, and “PES/TS” Which indicates PBS or 
TS level descrambling for the particular PID index. To be 
noted is that both PBS and TS level scrambling and descram 
bling can be enabled, although not simultaneously for the 
same PID. 

[0077] The control Word pairs, for example, eight control 
Word pairs, can be shared among the PIDs, for example, 
among 32 PIDs. AkeyID, for example, a 3 bit keyID in the 
case of a set of 8 control Word pairs, can be associated With 
each PID to indicate Which control Word pair the descram 
bler Will use for packets of that PID. Each control Word pair 
contains an odd key and an even key. 

[0078] The descrambler, When present, maintains a con 
stant delay, so that the descrambled data can be delivered 
With constant delay to an output port. The scramble control 
bits are modi?ed by the descrambler for packets Which are 
descrambled. Packets Which are not con?gured for descram 
bling are sent through an aternative data path and recom 
bined after the descrambler. 

[0079] The descrambler can share resources With the 
transport demultiplexor. These shared resources can include 
the application processor interface, the Interrupt Queue 
register for reporting error conditions, and a logical memory 
array. 

[0080] The descrambler reports an error When a scrambled 
packet is received but descrambling for that PID index is 
disabled; or a transport packet contains a combination of 
PBS header and adaptation ?eld that is not permitted under 
the applicable descrambling standard, such as both a PBS 
header and an adaptation ?eld that is not permitted by the 
ETSI DVB Standard; the scramble control bits are not 
permitted by the applicable descrambling standard, such as 
“01” Which is not permitted under the ETSI DVB Standard; 
or the transport packet scramble control bits are not “00” in 
a PID index con?gured for PBS packet descrambling. 
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[0081] These errors are reported as an interrupt to the host 
application. The host application can determine Which type 
of errors have occurred by reading the descrambler status 
register. In a preferred exempli?cation of our invention, the 
descrambler status bits are cleared by Writing the register 
With 1’s in the corresponding bit position to be cleared 
alloWing bits to be separately cleared. 

[0082] The transport demultiplexor employs a local sys 
tem clock that needs to be controlled to have the same 
frequency and phase as the encoder. As noted above, the 
decoder clock can not be alloWed to free run. This is because 
it is highly unlikely that frequency of the decoder clock 
Would be exactly the same as the frequency of the encoder 
clock, and the clocks Would quickly get out of synchroni 
Zation. 

[0083] SynchroniZation of the tWo clocks is accomplished 
by the Program Clock Reference (PCR) data ?eld in the 
Transport Stream adaptation ?eld. The Program Clock Ref 
erence values correct the decoder clock. Program Clock 
Reference, or PCR, is a 42 bit ?eld. It is coded in tWo parts, 
a PCR Base having a 33-bit value in units of 90 kHZ, and a 
PCR extension having a 9-bit extension in units of 27 MHZ. 
27 MHZ is the system clock frequency. The value encoded 
in the PCR ?eld is the byte arrival time, t(i), Where i is the 
byte containing the last bit of the of the PCR base ?eld, 

PCR base (i)=[(System Clock frequency*t(i))DIV 300] 
%2 

PCR extension (i)=[(System Clock frequency*t(i))DIV 
11%300 

PCR(i)=300*PCR base(i)+PCR extension(i). 
[0084] As a general rule, the ?rst PCR initialiZes the 
counter in a clock generation, and subsequent PCR values 
are compared to clock values for ?ne adjustment. The 
difference betWeen the PCR and the local clock can be used 
to drive a voltage controlled oscillator, for example, to speed 
up or sloW doWn the local clock. 

[0085] As noted above, clock recovery and synchroniZa 
tion are required, especially With audio and video bitstreams. 
The system layer contains timing information to insure 
constant delay. The time stamps to accomplish synchroni 
Zation this are the PCR (Program clock reference) and the 
PTS/DTS (Presentation Time Stamp/Decoding Time 
Stamp). 
[0086] A function of the transport demultiplexor of our 
invention is recovering the program clock from the transport 
stream. The transport demultiplexor of the invention extracts 
Program Clock References (PCRs) from the indicated PID, 
calculates the offset from the current System Time Clock 
(STC) value, and compares it against a threshold de?ned by 
the application to determine if clock frequency correction is 
required. 

[0087] The clock difference can either be directly ?ltered, 
using a simple hardWare algorithm, or the clock difference 
can provide an interrupt to alloW the application to ?lter the 
difference. The output of the clock recovery ?lter is loaded 
into a pulse modulating register, and the serial pulse train 
output is used to regulate a Voltage Controlled Oscillator, for 
example, an external Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator 
(VCXO) or similar device. 

[0088] The clock recovery logic shoWn in FIG. 7 ensures 
accurate frequency matching for a program. The clock 
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recovery loop includes a Program Clock Recovery (PCR) 
register, a PCR-STC (Program Clock Recovery - System 
Time Clock) Delta Threshold Register, a Latched STC 
(System Time Clock) Register, a PWM (Pulse Width Modu 
lator) Filter and Register, an STC (System Time Clock) 
Compare Register, an STC (System Time Clock) Counter, 
and a PWM (Pulse Width Modulator) Generator on the chip. 
A VCXO (Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator) is shoWn 
off the chip. 

[0089] The clock recovery unit also provides a mechanism 
to help the system manage other events Which need to be 
coordinated With the presentation of the audio and video 
streams. Tele-teXt and sub-titling information are tWo 
eXamples of this. The host application can program a 32 bit 
register to be compared to the STC. An interrupt can be 
generated When the value in the register and the upper 32 
bits of the STC are equal. 

[0090] According to one particularly preferred embodi 
ment of the invention the previous PCR and STC values, or 
functions thereof are stored. In this embodiment the clock 
frequency is adjusted according to the stored PCR and STC 
values. This reduces oscillations of the clock frequency. 

[0091] The transport demultipleXor of the invention also 
supports both Transport Level and PES level descrambling. 
In this application the control Word registers and other 
registers in the descrambler section of the transport demul 
tipleXor are added to the address range of the application 
processor interface. 

[0092] The transport demultipleXor of the invention pro 
vides a set of data processing functions. In a preferred 
embodiment these data processing functions do not require 
host processor support for handling individual packets. 

[0093] The transport demultipleXor parses the individual 
?elds in the transport header and the adaptation ?elds as part 
of the PID ?ltering, above, clock recovery, and error han 
dling functions, so that PID values, error indicators, conti 
nuity counter exceptions, discontinuity indicators, and the 
like, can be quickly reported to the application processor. 

[0094] The transport demultipleXor facilitates error han 
dling, channel changes, and time base (STC) changes by 
using a compressed data connection to communicate directly 
With the decoders. The transport demultipleXor automati 
cally detects and ?ags errors in the datastream. This alloWs 
the decoders to mask the error and recover Without host 
system intervention. Similarly, channel changes are initiated 
in the transport demultipleXor With a minimum of setup, that 
is, changing the PID entry, and the stream changes are 
internally coordinated directly With each decoder, alloWing 
fast and ef?cient channel sWitching. Changes in the time 
base, that is, the STC, either as part of a channel change or 
due to a time base discontinuity, are marked and ?agged in 
the stream to alloW the decoders to correctly synchroniZe 
updating the internal STC With respect to the data. 

[0095] Data is received by the transport demultipleXor and 
converted to be addressable in tabular form. Entire table 
sections are Written to DRAM or other memory including 
the Table ID through the last byte, Where the last byte is as 
speci?ed in the section length ?eld. This capability provides 
the application or host processor full ?exibility in interpret 
ing the table. 
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[0096] One aspect of the table processing of the transport 
demultipleXor of the invention is table section ?ltering 
before DRAM or other memory storage of the tables. Table 
?ltering before DRAM or other memory storage by the 
transport demultipleXor reduces the load on the application 
processor by ?ltering table sections before sending them to 
DRAM or other memory. Filtering reduces the application 
processor Work load for parsing table sections and the 
required siZe of Working areas in DRAM or other memory 
to manage table data. 

[0097] The transport demultipleXor of the invention 
checks the CRC value of table sections against the value 
coded in the stream. Those sections that do not pass the CRC 
check are discarded, and the application optionally noti?ed. 

[0098] The transport demultipleXor of the invention trans 
fers incoming packets, including portions thereof, to a 
system memory. This transfer is accomplished using inde 
pendent queues, for eXample one independent queue for 
each PID indeX, that is, thirty tWo independent queues. Each 
queue can be customiZed, for eXample by the application, to 
adjust the siZe of a circular buffer and to set thresholds for 
interrupts and the application read pointer. For tables the 
application can be interrupted after a complete section has 
been successfully transferred into system memory. 

[0099] The transport demultipleXor of our invention can 
support a plurality of queues in memory. According to a 
particularly preferred eXempli?cation, Which is MPEG-2 
compatible, the transport core supports up to 32 queues in 
memory. Each of these queues is associated With a PID 
IndeX in the PID ?lter. For eXample, data from PID IndeX 5 
can be stored in Memory queue 5. One Memory queue can 
be allocated to provide special functions. 

[0100] The starting address of the Memory queue region is 
speci?ed by the DRAMBase register. The DRAM region of 
memory is memory aligned. Each Memory queue is speci 
?ed as a continuous memory region, typically allocated in 
4096 byte blocks, although larger or smaller blocks may be 
utiliZed Without departing from our invention, Within the 
total Memory queue region. A single Memory queue can be 
con?gured to be as large as the entire Memory queue region. 

[0101] The Memory queues can be con?gured to reset 
When a PID ?lter entry is Written. This is accomplished by 
setting a corresponding bit in the DRAMRegisters register 
for that PID indeX. For eXample, When the DRAM Resets bit 
for the PID is “Not Set” and the PID ?lter entry is updated, 
any packets of this PID IndeX in the packet buffer are 
?ushed. When the DRAM Resets bit for this PID is “Set” 
and the PID ?lter entry is updated, any packets of this PID 
IndeX in the packet buffer are ?ushed, the Memory queue is 
con?gured to be reset When the ?rst packet of the neW PID 
is processed, and any old interrupts in the interrupt ?fo 
associated With this PID IndeX are ?ushed When the PID 
Filter entry is Written. 

[0102] Updates to the audio and video PID Filter registers 
behave the same Way as updating any other entry. Perform 
ing the update as part of an audio and video channel change 
delays the actions described above until the Audio or Video 
Channel Change register is copied to the corresponding 
entry in the PID ?lter. 

[0103] Moreover, the entire DRAM or other memory 
region does not need to be allocated solely for the Memory 
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queues. The Memory queue or queues can be placed any 
Where Within the Memory queue region and the remainder of 
the Memory queue region can be used for other purposes. 

[0104] Each of the Memory queues can be con?gured 
independently, With registers specifying the start and stop 
addresses of each Memory queue. Preferably queue regions 
are non-overlapping. Memory queue memory management 
also includes the use of pointers or registers to determine 
hoW much data has been Written to each Memory queue. 
One pointer or register indicates the next address Within the 
Memory queue Where data Will be Written, indicating the 
start of the current table section Which is being delivered. 

[0105] In the case of system data, the Memory unloader 
provides automatic error handling for table sections. For all 
types of system data the transport demultiplexor noti?es the 
processor through an interrupt if a PID stream error occurred 
on data delivered to the DRAM or other memory. The 
front-end units discard packets With errors before the error 
containing packets are loaded into the packet buffer. This is 
because an error may make it impossible to correctly parse 
the packet. Additional checking is performed by the 
Memory unloader on table sections to ensure that the table 
section length matches the value in the table section header. 
If any type of error is found While unloading a table section, 
the current section is discarded and a Memory queue Write 
Pointer is moved back to the end of the previous valid 
section. 

[0106] While packet buffer over?oWs are unlikely, should 
a packet buffer over?oW occur, the transport demultiplexor 
of the invention handles the packet buffer overflow by 
identifying Which PID streams Were affected and handles the 
errors the same Way a missing packet error is handled. 

[0107] While the embodiments and exempli?cations of 
our invention have been described and illustrated With 
respect to one particular standard, the MPEG-2 Standard, it 
is, of course to be understood the methods and apparatus of 
our invention can be used With other time division multi 
plexed and packet multiplexed data streams, having pack 
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etiZed headers and data, including, by Way of example, the 
European Teleocmmunications Standards Institute (ETSI) 
Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) standard, the High De? 
nition Television (HDTV) standard, and the Direct Satellite 
System (DSS) standard, among others. 

[0108] While the invention has been described With 
respect to certain preferred embodiments and exempli?ca 
tions, it is not intended to limited to scope the invention 
thereby, but solely by the claims appended hereto. 

We claim: 
1. Amethod of decoding a bitstream having an embedded 

clock including program clock reference (PCR) and system 
time clock (STC) data, comprising recovering clock refer 
ence data from the bit stream, and a system time clock, 
comprising algorithmically processing the bit stream clock 
reference data and the system time clock, placing the result 
in a pulse Width modulator (PWM) to form a pulse train, and 
generating an input to a timing device therefrom. 

2. The method of claim 1 comprising subtracting the bit 
stream clock reference (PCR) data from the system time 
clock (STC), and comparing the difference to a threshold to 
determine if clock frequency correction is required. 

3. The method of claim 2 comprising placing the differ 
ence betWeen the program clock reference (PCR) data from 
the system time clock in a pulse Width modulator to form a 
pulse train. 

4. The method of claim 2 comprising generating an 
interrupt if the magnitude of the difference betWeen the PCR 
and the STC exceeds a threshold. 

5. The method of claim 2 comprising incrementing the 
PWM register if the STC is less then the PCR. 

6. The method of claim 2 comprising decrementing the 
PWM register if the STC is greater then the PCR. 

7. The method of claim 1 comprising storing previous 
PCR and STC values. 

8. The method of claim 7 comprising adjusting the clock 
frequency according to the stored PCR and STC values. 

* * * * * 


